INTEGRAL CONCRETE SKID

AJAX™ TWO-CYCLE INTEGRAL ENGINE-COMPRESSORS

Overview
Ajax engine-compressors can be purchased with a skid design that allows for the unit to be portable.

Benefits
- Portability: a single compressor package can be moved from site to site as needed with relative ease
- Reduced installation cost: a concrete foundation is no longer required
- Reduced tear down cost
- Reduced Inventory of compressor packages

Integral concrete skid
New Ajax engine-compressors can be supplied with an integral concrete skid which does not require a concrete foundation to bolt the packaged skid.

Portable base
A traditional separate removable concrete base is also available for use with existing units. Existing units can be mounted to the traditional separate concrete base to allow for portability.

Availability
- DPC-2201 & DPC-2201LE
- DPC-2202 & DPC-2202LE
- DPC-2801 & DPC-2801LE
- DPC-2802 & DPC-2802LE